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Memorandum

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-3269)(P)
SUBJECT: ZENITA NABATIE HARRIS, aka IS - R
      00: SAN ANTONIO

DATE: 5/8/72

Re Dallas letter to Bureau dated 3/6/72.

On 4/21/72, DL 6-S, who has provided reliable information in the past and who has knowledge of most CP USA, activity within the Dallas Division, advised that he had no knowledge of (FNU) BOHNE. DL 6-S stated he had never heard of the "Father Superior of Russians".

On 4/21/72, DL 335-CS, who has knowledge of most CP USA, activity within the Dallas Division, advised he had no knowledge of (FNU) BOHNE.

On 4/25/72, an established source of the Dallas Office advised regarding the Russian Community of Dallas that the only individual fitting the description and with a name similar to (FNU) BOHNE is GEORGE BOUHE, a Russian who has been in Dallas since 1932 or 1933. BOUHE was formerly an accountant with an independent oil operator and is presently retired and doing part-time accounting work for oil operators and numerous Russian clients.

Information copy furnished Alexandria due to investigation pending in that Division.

LEADS

SAN ANTONIO

Ex-100

AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. Recontact sources for further information regarding (FNU) BOHNE in an effort to determine if perhaps he is identical with GEORGE BOUHE.

1 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Alexandria (Info)(RM)
2 - San Antonio (105-4797)(RM)
2 - Dallas

MEMORANDUM

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-220202) DATE: 5/24/72

FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (105-4797) (P)

SUBJECT: ZENITA NABATIE HARRIS, aka.
IS - R

CC: SA

Rewired to Bu, 4/12/72; dually captioned, "ELVIRA ALEKSANDROVA AMAN, aka., IS - R and ZENITA NABATIE HARRIS, aka., IS - R": and DLet to Bu, 5/8/72.

On 5/11/72, SA 1228-PSI advised that he has heard no further information concerning the subject. He recalled that the man in Dallas who was mentioned previously by the subject had the name of GEORGE BOUHE (phonetic). This individual was recalled as being the "father confessor" of all Russians in the State of Texas and involved somehow or another in bookkeeping and financial advice.

On 5/22/72, another attempt was made to locate and interview the subject at her residence in Georgetown, Texas, without success.

On 5/22/72, HENRY MATYSEK, Sheriff, Williamson County, Georgetown, Texas, advised that the subject is separated from her husband and that she is currently out of town. It is expected that she will return to Georgetown about the first week in June, 1972.

LEADS

SAN ANTONIO. AT GEORGETOWN, TEXAS. Will locate and interview the subject and advise the Bureau. 105-220202-6

Copies being furnished Dallas in view of pending investigation in that office.

1 - Bureau
2 - Dallas (105-3269)
2 - San Antonio

HWR: al

(6)

7 MAY 30 1972

ESPIONAGE

U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

JUN 6 1972

HEC-DIV. 28-C M AT